Proxmox Mail Gateway 2.1
Proxmox addresses the full spectrum
of unwanted E-mail traffic, focusing spam
and virus detection
Anti Spam
Enterprise-class anti spam engine with more than 30 different filter
methods including OCR image recognition
The systems attempt to optimize the efficiency of the rules that are run
in terms of minimizing the number of false positives and false negatives

Hardware
Proxmox certified:
Hewlett Packard
IBM
Fujitsu-Siemens
Intel
Lex Computech

Anti Virus and Anti Phishing

Dual layer virus blocking
Integration or two high performance and multithreaded anti virus engines: Kaspersky AV and ClamAV

Hewlett Packard

Hardware Independent & Full Virtualization support

Works with industry standard servers from leading hardware companies—See actual list of certified hardware on www.proxmox.com
RAID support on all versions (including free version)
Multiprocessor support (tested with Intel Dual Core Xeon Processors)
VMware™ Virtual Appliance
Virtuozzo™ and OpenVZ Appliance

Fujitsu-Siemens

Easy Implementation and Administration

Installed in minutes
Administration is done via a easy to use secure web interface

Object-oriented Rule System

Powerful objects to manage incoming and outgoing e-mail traffic

LDAP Integration

User LDAP groups and users to manage E-mail traffic
Complete integration in your existing environment

Administration, Reporting and Statistics
Daily reporting
Advanced per user and per domain statistics
Message Tracking Center, Syslog support
Performance statistics

Contact
Proxmox Server
Solutions GmbH
Kohlgasse 51/10
A-1050 Vienna
AUSTRIA
office@proxmox.com
www.proxmox.com
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Mail Processing Details

Spam Filtering Methods
Greylisting
Greylisting is effective because many mass e-mail tools utilised by spammers are not set up to handle
temporary failures (or any failures for that matter) so the Spam is never received and traffic is reduced.

Bayesian Filter

The Bayesian filter is a statistical filter which relies on the fact that particular words have different likelihoods of occurring across different categories. For instance, most e-mail users will seldom see the word
"Viagra" in legitimate e-mail, but will encounter it frequently in spam e-mail.

Advanced Header Analysis and Text Searching Rules
E-mail headers are usually hidden, but they are required to deliver an e-mail to its destination. The system can detect inconsistent headers that are a feature of many spam e-mails. Around 600 text searching
rules are used to detect phrases and other features common in spam e-mails.

Autolearning

The system gathers statistical information about spam e-mails. This information is used by an autolearning algorithm, so the system becomes smarter over time.

Spam URI Realtime Blocklists (SURBL)
SURBLs differ from most other RBLs in that they're used to detect spam based on message body URIs
(usually web sites). Unlike most other RBLs, SURBLs are not used to block spam senders. Instead they
allow you to block messages that have spam hosts which are mentioned in message bodies.

… please see Proxmox documentation for the complete list of methods.
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Proxmox HA Cluster
The Proxmox HA Cluster consists of a master and several nodes (minimum one node). Configuration is
done on the master. Configuration and data is synchronized to all cluster nodes over a VPN tunnel. This
provides the following advantages:
centralized configuration management
fully redundant data storage
high availability
high performance
We use a unique application level clustering scheme, which provides extremely good performance. Special
considerations where taken to make management as easy as possible. Complete Cluster setup is done
within minutes, and nodes automatically reintegrate after temporary failures without any operator interaction.
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Proxmox Features & Performance
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